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ZIP Toolkits

The Challenge
For meaningful safety culture change to occur, training concepts, frameworks and tools need to be applied on 
a daily basis. This ensures that training transfer is maximised and your investment in safety culture is protected. 
Leadership is the most critical factor in guiding your organisation towards improved cultural maturity. Yet without 
the right support and tools, and faced with the day-to-day routine of work, leaders will inevitably revert to their 
pre-training ways of engaging. But with impactful support resources, leaders can drive a difference and maximise 
training transfer. 

The Solution
ZIP Toolkits for leaders are embedding products, designed to support and drive lasting safety culture change, 
consistent with the learning and knowledge gained during training.

Each toolkit provides a structured approach for leaders/supervisors to take their teams through an interactive, 
multimedia exploration of a core focus area to reinforce training concepts and enhance organisational safety 
culture. Toolkit topics include: 

1. Risk Awareness

2. Playing Our Part

3. Safety as a Currency

4. Taking Control of Your Brain 

5. Hand Safety

6. Slips, Trips and Falls

Each toolkit package provides materials that can be used at monthly meetings, toolbox talks or other team 
meetings. These materials include posters, screensavers, animations, email templates, short presentations, 
focus cards and factsheets.

The toolkits are intended to be rolled out as three-month campaigns. People who have been to a Sentis 
program, as well as those who are yet to attend, can all benefit from exposure to the toolkit content.

ZIP Toolkits

Product overview:

• Support Plan and Calendar of Events:  
This guide covers how to use the materials 
and facilitate activities for each month.

• Focus Statements: Simple safety topic 
discussion cards designed to spark 
conversation within teams.

• Presentation Slides: Short 15-minute 
presentations that a leader can run with  
their team.

• Factsheet Handouts for Participants: 
Factsheets aim to reinforce the message 
shared in the monthly session.

• Poster Series: There are two types of 
posters in the series: print and electronic. 

• Videos and Animations: Downloadable 
files of interesting videos and animations 
relating to program concepts.

• Email Templates: Email templates contain 
toolkit activity implementation instructions 
for leaders to help drive the campaign 
effectively.
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TOOLKIT CALENDAR OF EVENTS RECOMMENDED IMPLEMENTATION PLAN: MONTH 1

TOOLKIT MONTH 1 WELCOME

WHO: Administrator

ACTION: Send reminder emails to 

Leaders and Ambassadors to prepare 

for Toolkit commencement
CHECK IN

WHO: Administrator

ACTION: Send email to Ambassadors 

to confirm Week 1 activities completed

CHECK IN
WHO: Administrator

ACTION: Send emails to Leaders and 

Ambassadors to confirm Weeks 2-3 

activities completed

POSTER #1
WHO: Ambassador

ACTION: Place poster up around work 

areas

FOCUS STATEMENT #2

WHO: Ambassador

ACTION: Run focus statement 

discussions in relevant meetings 

FOCUS STATEMENT #1

WHO: Ambassador

ACTION: Run focus statement 

discussions in relevant meetings

(i.e. pre-starts, toolbox meetings) 

FOCUS STATEMENT #3

WHO: Ambassador

ACTION: Run focus statement 

discussions in relevant meetings FOCUS STATEMENT #4

WHO: Ambassador

ACTION: Run focus statement 

discussions in relevant meetings 

SESSION #1 PREP

WHO: Ambassador

ACTION: Liaise with leaders to 

coordinate best time for Session #1

SESSION #1 DELIVERED

WHO: Ambassador

ACTION: Run Session #1 at relevant meeting somewhere in Weeks 2-4 and hand out factsheet #1

WEEK 1

WEEK 3

WEEK 2

WEEK 4
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SLIDES

INSTRUCTIONS

TIME

Welcome team members to the session.

SAY: We are introducing the first month of the toolkit: Safety As A Currency.

Explain that the company is committed to keeping its people healthy and safe from harm. For the next few months, we will 

focus on why safety is important to us personally and as a team. This will involve several different activities that everyone can 

get involved in.

Today’s session is an introduction to the concept of seeing safety as a ‘currency’, instead of something that ‘costs’ us things 

like time, energy or money.

SAY: Sometimes we may act without thinking about what the consequences of our decisions might be. The key message from 

the video is that safety is about YOU and the consequences it may have for YOU and those who care about you.

We can choose to see safety as something that protects us FOR something — it protects us for our loved ones, our hobbies, 

our lifestyle, our future plans and so on.

1min

5min

2min

SAY: To start the session, we are going to play a short video to introduce the concept. 

 <click play> 

ASK: Ask the group what they thought about it and the message it was sending. (Debrief using next slide.)PRO TIP

If the team is familiar with the concept, introduce the video as an opportunity to refresh their understanding of it.
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ABOUT THIS SESSION

TOOLKIT: SAFETY AS A CURRENCY

SESSION 1: MY PERSONAL INVESTMENT IN SAFETY  
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Duration

15 - 20mins

Participants

4 - 20

Materials

Speakers

Screen for slide presentation

Slide presentation: Session 1

Factsheet: 1

Outcomes

1. Understanding our personal motivation for 

working safely.

We all go to work for different reasons — to make a difference, to be part of a team, to keep engaged and, for the most part, to earn money in order to pay for our lifestyles and to 

support our loved ones. In this session we will review the idea of seeing safety as a ‘currency’ and explore our personal motivation for wanting to stay safe.
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CONVERSATION SHEET SAFETY AS A CURRENCY
INTRO STATEMENTAs you know, our safety focus for this quarter is around seeing safety as a currency. Sometimes, we can consider that 

safety costs us time, money or energy. Instead, we want our focus to be on what safety gets us. If we continue to invest in 

safety, we continue to be able to earn the money that we put towards the things that are important to us. The discussion 

today is an opportunity to check in and reflect on the topic to see what it means for you and how you may be able to apply 

it day to day.

GLOSSARY:Personal Big5™ (PB5) – The five most important people, things or experiences to you in your life. These are the reasons we encourage people to contemplate 

making safe choices for. 

KEY QUESTIONS
1. What are the five most important people, things or experiences to you (that give you a personal reason 

to want to stay safe)?Answer/Discussion Point: We call these things our Personal Big5™ (or PB5). We encourage people to think about the 

impact any decision around safety may have on their PB5 before they act.  
2. Have you ever changed your choices around safety because of the potential impact to your PB5?

Answer/Discussion Point: We all go to work for different reasons but for most of us we rely on the income that our 

work earns to invest back into the people and things that are important to us. If we stay safe, we can continue to work, 

which means we can continue to earn. Sometimes making a choice around safety (e.g. stopping work to assess a 

potential hazard) may be unpopular because it slows things down or even costs a business money – however – think 

about the impact on you…is it worth it? 

3. So, thinking about the work you are doing today: • Have you thought about your PB5 when making the choices you have made so far today? • How will you keep your PB5 in mind when making future choices?
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HAS SAFETY BECOME A DIRTY WORD?
When you think of the word SAFETY, what is the first thing that pops into your mind? What images and attitudes come up for you? Be honest, and notice your internal reaction.
For many of us, safety has become a bit of a dirty word. Due to our unique life experiences and the things that we have seen, heard and felt, the attitudes that pop up for us may have some negative connotations. 
For example, if you’ve worked in a culture that values production over all else, you might see safety as a waste of time. If you’ve worked in a team where safety procedures are not always followed and you’ve still managed to get the job done, you might see safety as a waste of effort. And if you’ve ever worked for a company that hasn’t had a fatality yet, you might see safety as a waste of money.
All of these attitudes are indications that we have framed safety as a cost. We have focused on what we lose by engaging in safe behaviours: time, energy, and money. 

WHY WOULD WE WANT TO SEE SAFETY AS A CURRENCY?
Doing a job safely, following the procedures and completing the task in a professional, considered and ‘switched on’ manner can take more time and effort than doing it in the quickest and easiest way. But, what can we gain by doing so?When you choose to work safely, you have a much greater likelihood of going home safe. Your investment of time and energy into doing a job safely brings you a valuable return: the ability to go home safe and well to your Personal Big5™, the people and things that matter to you most. 

What happens when we shift our focus from what we lose from working safely, to what we gain?

Safety as a C
urrency

Factsheet 1

MY PERSONAL INVESTMENT IN SAFETY

SAFETY AS A CURRENCY

Our brains are wired for efficiency. As a carry-over from the days when conserving energy was a matter of survival, our brains are always looking to conserve energy. So, what happens when we view safety as a cost? Our brains try to cut that cost – looking for a quicker, easier way.  We can override this tendency by shifting our attitude toward safety from it being a cost to seeing it as a form of currency, and one that pays a valuable return. 

BRAIN FACT
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DID YOU KNOW?

In 2019, 168 Australian workers were fatally injured while working, compared with 144 workers in 2018 

(Source: Safe Work Australia). This means that roughly every two days, someone in the workplace 

does not get to go home to their family and friends.

Optional: Scan the QR Code to view a short video on viewing safety as a ‘currency’.

STEP ONE

TOOL
We all come to work for our own reasons, some will be similar to our mates, some will be different. Our encouragement is that 

you regularly reflect on why you are personally choosing to stay safe and continue to make safe choices each and every day 

for your PB5. Are you making the right choices for your PB5?

STEP THREE

COMMITMENT

Invite the team to share one thing they will do to ensure they approach safety with their PB5 in mind.

Give out Factsheet 1.

STEP FOUR

ACTIVITY

1. Hand out paper or blank ‘PB5 cards’.

2. Write down the five most important things in your life - your reasons for staying safe. We call these things your 

 ‘Personal Big5™’ or ‘PB5’.

Optional: Ask the group to share their Personal Big5 with a co-worker or the rest of the team.

STEP TWO

1. Understanding our personal motivation for working safely.Outcomes

Participants
4-20

Materials
Factsheet 1

Duration
10 mins

SSAAFFEETTYY  AASS  AA  CCUURRRREENNCCYY

11::  MMYY  PPEERRSSOONNAALL  IINNVVEESSTTMMEENNTT  IINN  SSAAFFEETTYY
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• Include useful, recent, or important details to the ‘Consider this...’ statement, such as site data, recent 
examples, and especially your own experience.

• Where possible, include other media, like a photo, video or graphic to help illustrate the ‘Consider this...’ 
statement or Focus Question.

• Use the Focus Questions to reinforce site policies, guidelines and procedures.
• Invite volunteers to deliver the ‘Consider this...’ statement and Focus Question to allow opportunity for 

involvement from everyone. 
• Prompt group discussion by inviting the group to talk to the person next to them about the Focus Question 

first, before sharing it with the group (e.g., I’d like to invite you to turn to the person next to you and 
consider…).

• Keep it brief and to the point. If people go off topic, refer them back to the ‘Consider this...’ statement and 
theme. Make time to follow up with them later.

• When sharing your own experience, be honest and genuine.

PRESENTATION TIPS

3
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HOW TO USE 
THE FOCUS STATEMENTS

Each page contains an interesting ‘Consider this...’ statement and Focus Question designed to 
switch on the brain and get the participants involved in the conversation. 

STEP BY STEP GUIDE:
1.  Identify a suitable meeting process to incorporate the focus statement in  
         (ie. a pre-shift meeting).

2.   Choose a ‘Consider this...’ statement and Focus Question and read each of them out.

3.  Give your own response to the Focus Question first as an example.

4. Encourage responses from the crew.

5. Make notes of responses, follow-up or action items.

2
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The purpose of this booklet is to give leaders an opportunity to:

• Generate important discussions about safety in a team meeting. 
• Encourage participation and involvement by all attendees. 
• Facilitate an interesting and useful meeting.

HOW TO USE 
THE FOCUS STATEMENTS

SAFETY AS A CURRENCY
FOCUS STATEMENTS sentis.com

.au

The Outcome
• Integrate key ZIP concepts into day-to-day work tasks

• Minimise training decay and protect your investment in your safety culture by keeping concepts, 
frameworks and tools front of mind

• Build your leaders’ confidence to facilitate effective safety communication

• Transfer new behaviours and skills from training to the workplace

• Generate maximum return on your training investment

• Increase the quantity and quality of workplace safety conversations
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Get in touch with one of 
our expert consultants today
1300 653 042

Are you ready to maximise your training investment?
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